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Global Oils & Fats Business, a quarterly news magazine with a circulation
of 25,000 copies worldwide has been reporting on the oils and fats
industry since 2004 and continues to inform decision makers, regulators,
health professionals and those involved in the oils and fats business on key
issues widely discussed in the industry.
The magazine covers developments in sustainability, nutrition, regional
markets, branding and technology. It presents key opportunities and
strategic challenges that exist in building a successful business globally in
new and developing markets.
The Global Oils & Fats Business Magazine helps you to reach a worldwide
audience through a distribution network that reaches the six major
regions.
For details on advertising rates or to place an advertisement, please e-mail
Advertising Sales - razita@mpoc.org.my or call 603-78064097/ Fax 60378062272.
Download a copy of the GOFB at www.mpoc.org.my
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Remove rogue labels on food information

Malaysian producers are comfortable with the new labelling
requirement set by the EU under the FIC Regulation. The

Implementation of the Food Information to Consumers (FIC)

industry is proud to be able to supply European companies and

Regulation – which took effect on Dec 13, 2014 – will raise the

consumers with high-quality palm oil that is responsibly

bar in terms of information and transparency on issues involving

produced by both small farmers and large producers.

palm oil in Europe.
However, it is essential for regulators in Europe to ensure that
Palm oil remains an important ingredient in many products in

the FIC is enforced fully and fairly. This is in light of the use of

Europe. As such, the MPOC welcomes the fact that European

rogue labels that are not covered by the FIC Regulation. For

consumers will be better informed about the many benefits and

example, some companies in France and Belgium – such as

uses of Malaysian palm oil. In this respect, we look forward to
backing the industry’s educational efforts over the
course of 2015.

The Malaysian Sustainable Palm Oil (MSPO)
standard, due to be launched in 2015, will
also lend support to the industry’s
initiatives. The MSPO highlights the
industry’s significant role in providing
jobs

and

economic

development,

including for more than 300,000 small
farmers, while maintaining commitments to
sustainability and environmental protection. It
will provide further proof of Malaysia’s leadership in
the global palm oil industry.

6
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Casino or Delhaize – use additional labels on foods bearing the

We expect appropriate action to be taken by regulators in

‘no palm oil’ claim.

France and Belgium to remove these labels. This would protect
both consumers and businesses against discriminatory and unfair

This is not consistent with the vegetable oil labelling provision

labelling practices.

under the FIC Regulation. Such labels do not serve a consumer
information purpose: rather, they are intended to denigrate the
image of palm oil and to misinform consumers.
Dr Yusof Basiron

The MPOC commissioned a legal analysis of such labels by the

www.ceopalmoil.com

renowned global law firm, Hogan Lovells. It found that the labels
violate the FIC Regulation, as well as multiple other EU laws and
national laws in France and Belgium.
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Cover Story

T

here is no doubt that one of the highest-profile policy
issues confronting global palm oil producers is that of
‘high carbon stock’ (HCS). Producers and NGOs are
currently devoting resources, expertise and money towards
pinning down what HCS is, and how or what it can contribute
to the sustainability profile of palm oil.
The original use of HCS goes back to 2008, in the drafting of
the European Union’s Renewable Energy Directive (RED) to
mandate the use of renewable fuels such as biofuels. As part of
this debate, European politicians introduced sustainability
criteria to determine where the raw materials for these fuels
should, or should not, come from. One of the issues raised was
the position of HCS land including wetlands and continuously
forested areas – or ‘land spanning more than 1 ha with trees
higher than 5 metres and a canopy cover of more than 30%’.
The introduction of the sustainability criteria
for biofuels was subject to
considerable debate, probably
more so because it
introduced the idea of
indirect
land-use
change. The notion
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of HCS was pushed to the background. At that point in history
– the lead-up to the UN climate conference in Copenhagen in
2009 – emissions from forests and deforestation were of great
concern to Western policy makers.
However, HCS has come back with a vengeance, driven again by
environmental NGOs. In 2009, many such Western campaign
groups specifically went after Indonesian palm oil companies. A
significant part of this campaign was a call for the protection of
HCS land, though a clear definition was not determined. Two
notable contributions were made in the attempt to reach a
working definition.
Firstly, Nestle, which was a key part of the campaign against
Indonesian producers, drew up responsible sourcing guidelines
as part of its response to campaign groups. These incorporated
‘high carbon value’ (HCV) into its sourcing guidelines – but
use of the term HCV was swiftly shifted to HCS.
Secondly, Nestle – working with
The Forest Trust (TFT),
Greenpeace and Indonesia’s
Golden Agri Resources
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(GAR) – developed a provisional definition of 35 tonnes of
carbon of above-ground biomass per hectare in 2010. Leading
from that, a broader methodology was published in 2013. This
has set the frame for the current HCS debate.
Question of definition
HCS is now a key inclusion in NGO demands, particularly in
relation to ‘no deforestation’ campaigns. Consequently, it has
become a part of the sourcing policies of many purchasers and
processors. However, this has taken place without a basic
definition of what HCS is. Two different approaches are now
being developed.
The first has the broad support of TFT and Greenpeace. Until
quite recently, both NGOs had relied on the work undertaken
by GAR as part of its broader commitment under its internal
forest conservation policy. The study examined above-ground
carbon levels for its plantations and surrounding areas in
Kalimantan.
It divided these areas into six strata: high, medium and low
density forest, as well as old scrub, young scrub and cleared or
open land. The 35 tonnes/ha threshold falls in between old
scrub and young scrub. All forest areas and types fall above this
threshold, as do oil palm plantations.
The study was only appropriate for GAR’s own development in
Kalimantan, and it noted that other areas would require
additional work and investigation. It should also be observed

that the study did not attempt to undertake a qualitative or
quantitative assessment of either biodiversity values or of social
and economic functions.
In 2013, NGOs started articulating that the HCS approach
would move into a ‘second phase’ that would include both
biodiversity criteria, as well as an assessment of social and
economic functions.
At a meeting of the RSPO in September 2014, Greenpeace
stated that a HCS Approach Steering Group had been
established, and that it would look at how to incorporate a
broader range of criteria including HCV and social functions.The
steering group comprises Sinar Mas, Wilmar and Agropalma, as
well as a range of NGOs such as the for-profit TFT.
The group has stated that it would encourage governments to
adopt this approach and encourage other certification and
conservation systems – such as FSC and RED – to adopt a
similar approach. In other words, HCS appears to have
transformed into something completely different – from a tool
to assess carbon stocks into a broader strategy for
conservation.
At the same time, a HCS Study is being undertaken by a
separate group made up of the signatories to the Sustainable
Palm Oil Manifesto. One of the key drivers of this study is a
desire to have an objective and open process for developing
HCS methodology. The study’s secretariat is being led by Sir

GLOBAL OILS & FATS BUSINESS MAGAZINE • VOL.11 ISSUE 4, 2014
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Jonathan Porritt, who has links to Friends of the Earth. RSPO has
aligned itself as an observer.
There have been no published findings to date and the
secretariat’s report is not expected until 2015. Despite this, the
secretariat has stated two main areas of interest. The first is that
forest definitions vary and carbon levels vary, and it is very
difficult to use one as a proxy for the other. The second key
concern is the impact of any threshold on social and economic
outcomes for small farmers and communities.
Why is ‘no deforestation’ significant?
Greenpeace and other campaign groups have previously
described the HCS approach as ‘no deforestation in practice’.
This underlines the key goal of the TFT/Greenpeace HCS
approach, which is to ultimately prevent all deforestation in
relation to the production of commodities. While this would be
considered by many to be a noble goal, it does need to be
contextualised in relation to the drivers of deforestation.
Agriculture – i.e. food production – is the largest driver of global
deforestation.
Across the globe, and particularly in emerging and developing
economies, major commodities that are used to both feed the
planet and grow economies are the largest contributors to
deforestation. Smallholder agriculture – a significant part of
many of these economies – also makes up a substantial part of
these sub-sectors.
It is at this point that HCS and ‘no deforestation’ policies may
clash with national development policies. The question then
becomes who or what determines how much land a country
can allocate for food production, or for forest area, or for
conservation.
Malaysia provides an
illustrative example.
Approximately 62%
of its land is
forested. Of
this, 70% is
considered as
part of the
permanent

10
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forest estate, and 23% is set aside for conservation and
protection. So, around 30% of Malaysia’s forest area can be used
for either urbanisation or agriculture. This is roughly 18% of its
remaining land mass. Currently, 24% of the land is used for
agricultural production. This is a relatively small percentage
compared with say, France, which has 50% of its land under
agriculture.
Malaysia’s national development plan, published in 2010, laid
out significant aspirations for both agriculture and the palm
oil sub-sector. It noted that about one-quar ter of the
bottom 40% of the population works in agriculture. It stated
that it would seek to increase productivity among
smallholders, strive for a broader uptake of better
agricultural practices, and increase output and contract
farming for smallholders.
Similarly, it called for significant increases of the palm oil subsector to both export earnings and GDP. At the same time as
highlighting the importance of a growing economy, and the need
for the palm oil industry to continue its commitment and
contribution to that goal, the national plans on sustainability and
conservation recognise the importance of well-governed
national parks and conservation areas.
Threats and opportunities
The financial and economic risks posed by the Greenpeace/TFT
approach to HCS seem at once formidable and trivial. Analysts
and commentators have observed that stringent environmental
policies are likely to create stratification in the palm oil market,
and this is already becoming apparent.
The ‘no deforestation’ and HCS model is about having certain
points in supply chains adopt particular policies that will exclude
palm oil that is not produced to strict environmental
management standards. Malaysia’s smallholders are an example
of those who cannot meet these criteria of their own accord.
The ‘greener’ palm oil is supplied primarily to Western or
developed markets; the conventional oil is supplied to larger
emerging markets. The ‘greener’ oil is more expensive to
produce and in theory is supposed to attract a price premium,
yet this has not emerged under certification schemes such as
that of the RSPO.
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Instead it
appears as
though we are
seeing stratification of
suppliers who are choosing production
methods to suit their markets. Smallholders
and SMEs, who for the most part cannot afford
certification or meet higher standards, are being shut
out of the ‘greener’ markets. While this seems
formidable and certainly hypocritical given the rhetoric
from many Western companies on sustainability, it does provide
an opportunity for these growers.
The ‘HCS’ companies have stated that they will effectively not
expand plantings on forested land, or accept oil from new
plantings on forested land. But the non-HCS companies – and
there are many – will see the opportunities in available forested
land. The risks of higher production costs and opportunities
from available land will be amplified somewhat in the near- and
medium-term. No palm oil producer is oblivious to the
significant falls in price over the past 12 months.
Producers who have adopted more expensive techniques
under the ‘no deforestation’ policy are likely to find their
margins being squeezed; in parallel with this they will be
unable to increase planted areas on existing landholdings due
to ‘no deforestation’ policies. While the larger producers have
stated that they aim to improve yields, there are limits as to
what can be achieved. In this regard, the ‘no deforestation’
policy seems to achieve its objective: lower supply and lower
demand.
This is not a positive outcome for the industry – only for the
anti-palm oil movement. Indeed, it should be remembered that
for all of the Greenpeace or WWF rhetoric about working ‘with
industry’, they are fundamentally opposed to industry. Lowercost producers will seek ways of increasing output in the way
that is simplest: by expanding planted areas.
Global demand for vegetable oils is forecast to rise in the long
term, particularly in emerging markets. In the short- and
medium-term, the various HCS methodologies will report and
compete for the attention of purchasers and retailers in
particular.

An important lesson
can be taken from the forest
products sector. During the 1990s, two
competing methodologies for sustainable
forest management certification emerged. One
was backed by NGOs, the other by industry.
Two decades later, both co-exist despite
considerable pressure placed by NGOs on
companies to source only the material under the
NGO-backed standard. While criticism is
occasionally exchanged between the two
competing systems, they are for the most part
accepted by the market at large.
The process that led to this point was difficult.
Industry devoted much time and resources on
its own cer tification system to maintain
independence and credibility. This has
generally been suppor ted by governments
with high levels of knowledge and
understanding of the forest products sector,
including Malaysia.
The palm oil industry – and governments of
major palm oil producing countries – should
do precisely the same.

MPOC
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P

alm oil representatives and stakeholders from around
the world attended the European Palm Oil Conference
(EPOC) on ‘Nutritional and Sustainability Challenges’ in

Brussels, Belgium, on Dec 9, 2014. Among them were members
of the MPOC Board.
In extending a welcome, Mr Frans Claassen, Chairman of
the European Palm Oil Alliance, said he hoped the
conference would enable the sharing of science-based
information in the debate on the nutritional proper ties of
palm oil. He noted the impor tance of dialogue between all
actors in the supply chain, regulators and NGO
representatives. He also referred to enforcement of the
EU’s Food Information to Consumers (FIC) Regulation,
which requires the vegetable origin of oils to be stated on
food product labels effective Dec 13, 2014.

Datuk Amar Douglas Uggah Embas,
Malaysian Minister of Plantation Industries and Commodities

Malaysian Minister of Plantation Industries and Commodities,

A number of challenges, including those relating to sustainability,

the Hon. Datuk Amar Douglas Uggah Embas, delivered a

have to be faced. However, perceptions are not uniform across

keynote

Europe, which is yet another reason to identify issues and to

address

on

‘The

Malaysian

Government’s

Perspective on Palm Oil’. He noted that the EU is an

implement solutions, the Minister said.

impor tant destination for palm oil expor ts. Malaysia
produces about 19 million tonnes of palm oil annually. The

With respect to the food industry, he said a number of

industry contributes 10% of Malaysia’s expor t revenue and

manufacturers have sought to restrict the use of palm oil notably

provides a livelihood for 450,000 smallholders. Palm oil also

in France and Belgium, by affixing the ‘no palm oil’ claim to

helps secure global food security.

product labels. Describing this as discriminatory and unfair, he

12
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appealed to the authorities to put an end to the practice. He

CO2 emissions are significantly lower than those of the EU, for

noted that the FIC is not designed to target any specific

example. Yet, as a biofuel feedstock, palm oil has been subjected

vegetable oil; therefore, Malaysia does not foresee a problem

to anti-dumping duties in the EU. The Ambassador indicated that

with its implementation, so long as the requirements are applied

the EU’s biofuel policies are discriminatory vis-à-vis palm oil.

in a fair manner.
Plenary Session I: ‘Use of Palm Oil in Food Production’
The Minister assured that Malaysian palm oil production does

Mr Laurent Cremona, Global Category Director at Ferrero

not pose problems to the environment. Corporate social

International, spoke on perceptions of palm oil in Western

responsibility programmes are already in place to protect

countries. He said more work is needed to correct the

wildlife and the rights of workers. As a further safeguard, the

perception prevailing in France, Belgium and Australia, as

Malaysian Sustainable Palm Oil standard will become operative

indicated by consumer polls.

in 2015.
Mr Cremona said manufacturers should be transparent and
H.E Arif Havas Oegroseno, the Ambassador of the Republic of

must not mislead consumers. The ‘no palm oil’ label influences

Indonesia to the EU, delivered a keynote speech on ‘The

consumers to believe that such products are healthier, which is

Indonesian Government’s Perspective on Palm Oil’. He said the

not true, he said. He noted that France is a major producer of

phrase ‘sustainable development’ does not amount to empty

butter and vegetable oils like

words in his country, but represents a fundamental development

rapeseed oil and sunflower

policy. Indonesia’s policy of sustainable growth with equity also

oil; as such, there is a move to

applies to oil palm. It covers the situation of smallholders who

protect domestic industries

have the opportunity, thanks to the palm oil industry, to climb

against palm oil imports.

out of poverty.
Mr

Gerrit

van

Duijn,

Indonesia is committed to reducing greenhouse gas emissions by

President of the Euro Fed

26% by 2020, and is working with partners to address

Lipid, spoke on ‘Palm oil in

deforestation and related issues. The Ambassador provided data

Food’. He

on planted areas vis-à-vis forested areas in Indonesia. Oil palm

technical proper ties of oils

plantations contribute more than rapeseed or sunflower acreage

and fats, as well as the

in capturing carbon emissions; the average Indonesian per capita

process

outlined

of

the

par tial

GLOBAL OILS & FATS BUSINESS MAGAZINE • VOL.11 ISSUE 4, 2014
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hydrogenation that leads to production of harmful trans
fats. As a food ingredient, palm oil is stable and can replace
par tial hydrogenation in many applications.
Alternatives to palm oil include tropical fats (coconut oil,
cocoa or shea), animal fats (beef tallow or lard), and partially
or fully hydrogenated fats. However, there are shortcomings in
their use. For instance, tropical fats have low yields and high
price; animal fats are by-products and create high greenhouse
gas emissions; partly hydrogenated fats have a high melting
point and present labelling difficulties; and new alternatives
develop slowly and may lead to expensive novel food
clearance.
Asked why negative perceptions of palm oil have widened and

Tan Sri Datuk Dr Yusof Basiron, MPOC CEO

what would happen if the EU ceases to import palm oil. Mr
Cremona replied that consumers generally have the wrong idea
about where palm oil originates and how it is produced. Mr van

Selected Nutrients: Saturated Fat’. She presented data from

Duijn said many European countries would be in serious trouble

the World Health Organisation on the leading risks to health

if the EU ceases to import palm oil, as other oils can only be

– blood pressure, cholesterol, tobacco and high body mass

replacements in some applications. Mr Cremona added that

index.

producers may know how to make products without palm oil,
but that this may not render the products healthier or more

She made reference to the European Food Safety Authority’s

sustainable.

(EFSA) consideration that there is a relationship between
consumption of a mixture of saturated fats and the effects on

MPOC CEO Tan Sri Datuk Dr Yusof Basiron explained that

low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol or ‘bad’ cholesterol.

palm oil has a fatty acid composition that is similar to that of

The EFSA has found that there is insufficient evidence to set an

breast milk; therefore, palm oil benefits infants more than other

upper limit on the consumption of saturated fat but suggests

oils. He agreed with Mr Cremona that there is a need for

that it should be reduced as much as possible within the context

transparency.

of an adequate diet. The four major saturated fatty acids (lauric
acid, myristic acid, palmitic acid and stearic acid) have different

Plenary Session II: ‘A Balanced Oil in a Balanced Diet’

effects on lipoprotein profiles. The EFSA recommends that

Ms Stephanie Bodenbach, Policy Officer at the European

consumption of saturated and unsaturated fats should be re-

Commission’s (EC) Directorate-General for Health and

balanced and that, in general, polyunsaturated fatty acids should

Consumers, spoke on ‘Reformulation Framework on

be incorporated into the diet.

14
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Ms Bodenbach noted that the EU’s competence in health is

Mr Pascal Léglise, Quality and Sustainable Development

limited when compared to policies of member-states. The EC’s

Director at Carrefour Belgium, addressed the retailer’s view

White Paper on ‘A Strategy for Europe on Nutrition,

on palm oil use in food products. He said Carrefour has

Overweight- and Obesity-related Health Issues’ in May 2007

strong corporate social responsibility programmes in place,

recommended the formation of a High-level Working Group

specifically

with a focus on nutrition and physical activity related to health

preservation and contribution to society. On the biodiversity

issues; it is to liaise with national governments and serve as a

preservation pillar, he said the company is committed to fully

forum for the exchange of best practices. Areas for action

sourcing sustainable palm oil for its brand of products by

include the promotion of healthier environments, making the

2015; to achieve this, it works closely with all actors in the

healthiest option the easiest option, and restricting marketing

supply chain.

targeting

waste

reduction,

biodiversity

and advertising to children.
In 2014, Carrefour used 11,500 tonnes of palm oil for its brand
of

of products. It intends to go further, especially to increase

Experimental Nutrition at Maastricht University, looked at the

protection of high carbon stock areas and peatlands. The

issue of saturated fatty acids and heart health, and considered

company uses palm oil as an ingredient but does not sell it

the impact of palm oil. He stated that, for decades, saturated

directly. It is working to improve traceability throughout the

fatty acids were believed to raise cardiovascular risk because it

supply chain, also supporting initiatives like the Palm Oil

raised blood cholesterol, but that this version is increasingly

Innovation Group.

Professor

Gerard

Hornstra,

Professor

Emeritus

being challenged. The most widely accepted theory at present
is that the ratio between LDL cholesterol and high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol or ‘good’ cholesterol is the most
reliable risk marker. Therefore, it is accepted that consumption
of saturated fatty acids is not associated with cardiovascular
risk per se.
The main sources of saturated fatty acids are coconut oil, palm
oil, palm kernel oil, cocoa, shea, dairy products, meat and fully
hydrogenated oils. Palmitic acid, present in vegetable oils and
dairy products, is the largest source of saturated fatty acids in the
Western diet. Current consumption levels of saturated fatty acids
through palm oil are low and well below the upper limits set by
international advisory bodies. Consumption in the EU is between
1% and 2.5% of energy; advisory bodies argue against consuming
more than 7-12%. He concluded that current palm oil
consumption levels do not pose problems for heart health.

GLOBAL OILS & FATS BUSINESS MAGAZINE • VOL.11 ISSUE 4, 2014
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sustainability is not yet the main driver of consumer
behaviour. She said 2015 will be a key year, being the
deadline set by a number of companies to source
100% RSPO-certified sustainable palm oil.
Ms Marieke Leegwater, Programme Manager of
Palm Oil Solidaridad, advocated the need to include
smallholders in all initiatives, as they grow 30-40% of all oil
palm. She acknowledged the difficulties involved, noting that
Plenary Session III: ‘Palm Oil and Sustainability’

certification is not something that “excites” smallholders. Her

Member of the European Parliament the Hon. Julie Girling

proposals included providing certification at the mill; creating

delivered a keynote speech on ‘The European Parliament’s

projects for smallholder inclusion; and additional attempts by the

Perspective on Palm Oil. She acknowledged that regulators are

RSPO to involve smallholders.

in a position to incentivise or restrict demand of a given
product. On the question of whether ‘no palm oil’ labelling is

Mr Jan Kees Vis, Global Director of Sustainable Sourcing

desirable, she noted that the FIC Regulation requires oils of

Development at Unilever, said the company will source all

vegetable origin to be listed on food product labels.

materials from sustainable sources by 2020. At present, 50%

Enforcement of the requirement may lead to some changes in

of materials are being sourced from known but not

consumer behaviour. Hence, the time is right to raise

necessarily sustainable mills. Some challenges faced relate to

awareness of sustainable palm oil.

smallholders’ risk of exclusion (where more collaborative
action is needed) and deforestation (where fur ther

She also highlighted her need to be able to inform

cooperation between governments, consumers and NGOs is

constituents that there is a reliable and properly enforced

necessary).

certification system ensuring the sustainability of palm oil. She
concluded by asking palm oil producers not to turn away from

Mr Bayu Krisnamurthi, former Vice-Minister of Trade in

the European market to other markets that may not have high

Indonesia, sought the RSPO’s views on the ‘palm oil-free’ label.

standards in place, because this would not be good for the

He also noted that, while consumers are encouraged to

planet.

purchase only certified palm oil, demand from the European
market is limited. He said Indonesia and Malaysia are working on

Mr Marcello Brito, Commercial and Sustainability Director of The

their own certification schemes, which he would like the RSPO

Agropalma Group, said oil palm growers are working in the right

to recognise.

direction, but that the market for sustainable palm oil may not
be big enough to absorb available supply. He noted that no

Ms Morley said the RSPO had received a complaint related to

other crop is scrutinised as much as oil palm.

‘palm oil-free’ labelling, but that it was unable to address the
complaint on the basis of its rules. The RSPO is reviewing its

Ms Danielle Morley, European Director of Outreach and

rules in this regard. She affirmed that there is enough sustainable

Engagement at the RSPO, conceded that, “unfortunately”,

palm oil to supply the European market.

16
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Dato’ Carl Bek-Nielsen,
Chief Executive Director, United Plantation Bhd

Dato’ Carl Bek-Nielsen, Chief Executive Director of United
Plantation Bhd, raised three questions: how growers are
expected to meet the increasing demand for palm oil in the
coming years; whether farmers whose property is surrounded
by peatland must be denied the right to develop their land;
and whether, while the RSPO should be supported, other
initiatives should also be supported as steps in the right
direction.

stressing that inclusiveness of smallholders should be
promoted. In his closing remarks, Mr Claassen noted that the

Mr Vis replied that, to meet higher demand for palm oil,

discussions have revealed a huge gap between the perceptions

governments should carry out analyses on the most appropriate

of European consumers and reality on the ground.

ways to proceed, but that ‘business as usual’ should not be the

stakeholders would therefore have to work together to bridge

option. Mr Brito partially agreed with Mr Bek-Nielsen’s third

the divide.

All

remark and indicated that there is a need to go beyond law
enforcement, because people living in the forest also have a right
to economic development.
Tan Sri Datuk Dr Yusof remarked on the need for collaboration

M Uthaya Kumar

among all actors in the supply chain. Ms Leerwater agreed,

MPOC Europe
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A workshop on ‘Negative Claims and Nutrition
Labelling: Uses and Abuses’ brought together 44
lawyers, marketing specialists and academicians in
Brussels, Belgium, on Dec 11, 2014. Organised by
European law firm FratiniVergano and Lexxion Publisher, the
discussion centred on the context and implications of ‘negative
labelling’ in food products marketed in the European Union
(EU).
Following the increasing use of voluntary negative claims and
clean labels (such as halal) and only laconic regulation in this
area, EU policy makers and regulators are called upon to
intervene in order to assure that consumers are not misled by
astute marketing techniques that have no informative agenda,
but aim at denigrating certain products in order to promote ‘free
from’ food items.
The workshop looked in detail at some cases such as the use of
BPA-free, MSG-free, Aspartame-free and palm oil-free claims.
‘Negative claims’ are often used with a hidden message – that
the particular product is safer, better, healthier or greener.
Presentations were made in two sessions – Uses and Abuses of
Negative Claims; and Nutrition Claims and Labelling and
Nutrient Profiling – Law and Practice. The different voluntary
‘negative claims’ were addressed, in particular under EU rules on
nutrition claims, administrative practices in some member-states,
and rules on misleading claims.
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Session I
Uses and Abuses of Negative Claims
The speaker, Mr Christophe Didion, is responsible for policies on
Nutrition, Food Composition and Information at the European
Commission’s Directorate-General for Health and Consumers.
His presentation referred to ‘free from’ labels that target
ingredients such as gluten, as well as classes of ingredients like
additives. He reviewed relevant provisions of the EU Food
Information to Consumers (FIC) Regulation and Nutrition and
Health Claims Regulation (NHCR), and indicated possible
difficulties with their implementation.
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Three classifications of negative labelling were highlighted:

expressed the hope that consumers will evaluate products

• ‘nutrition claims’ – these are permitted or prohibited depending

based on overall composition and not according to the presence

on whether or not they are in line with conditions of use set

or absence of a single ingredient.

out in legislation;
When the discussion was opened to the floor, MPOC CEO Tan
• ‘other specifically regulated claims’ – these include ‘gluten-free’
labelling and are also subject to conditions of use; and

Sri Datuk Dr Yusof Basiron said all types of fatty acids found in
palm oil are also present in other vegetable oils, albeit in different
proportions. He noted that ‘no palm oil’ claims aim at

• ‘other claims’ – these are not specifically regulated but are
subject to general principles.

communicating the absence of fatty acids; however, where palm
oil has been replaced by another oil, the product will likely
contain some amount of fatty acids.

There is no dedicated provision on the use of ‘no palm oil’
claims, he said, but general principles are applicable in that

Uses and Abuses of Negative Claims in the EU: A

nutrition claims must not be misleading. The wording ‘no palm

Practitioner’s Perspective

oil’ would likely not constitute a claim when used in isolation or

Mr Paolo R Vergano, a partner at FratiniVergano, took

in the absence of context. If the context highlights the nutritional

participants through the legitimate use of ‘negative claims’ at the

properties of the product, then it could be argued that ‘no palm

EU-level under the NHCR – such as ‘gluten-free’ and ‘lactose-

oil’ would constitute a nutrition claim and, therefore, will not be

free’ – and at national levels, like ‘GM-free’ claims in France and

permitted.

Germany. He reviewed instances where ‘negative claims’ have
arguably been abused (i.e. ‘PA-free’, ‘rBST-free’, ‘MSG-free’ and

Under the FIC Regulation effective Dec 13, 2014, the vegetable

‘Aspartame-free’).

origin of all oils has to be indicated on product labels. Within this
context, ‘no palm oil’ claims will become redundant. The NHCR

In the context of the ‘palm oil-free’ claim, the speaker

applies to labelling as well as presentation of the product

provided examples of campaigns by a number of private

and advertising – this will enable distinctions to be

operators like Jacquet, Lay’s, Casino and Findus in France and

made as to whether the information

Belgium. He argued that the claim is not permitted as a

provided

is

or

nutrition claim as it amounts to misleading adver tising, citing

EU

the position of the authorities in some member-states. He

provisions on nutritional labelling

elaborated on available remedies and their shor tcomings,

will become mandatory in two

and said there is an urgent need for clarity in the legal

environmental

years.

nutritional
in

nature.

The

speaker

framework.
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During the discussion, two participants asked if the speaker had

declaration. He also looked at labelling schemes like the

not over-stated the impact of ‘negative claims’. One opined that

‘traffic light’ method in the UK, the ‘keyhole’ in Sweden and

such claims are not the main drivers in selling products, but a

the colour-code proposal for France. The proliferation of

component of marketing strategy. He said ‘no palm oil’ claims

national-level schemes will pose obstacles to the free

merely state the absence of an ingredient, and that freedom of

movement of goods in the EU, he noted.

speech should allow the use of the claim.
Role of Nutrition in Product Development and Marketing
The speaker challenged the interpretation by making a

Mr Patrick Coppens, Director of International Food and Health

distinction between ingredients and nutrients, the need to

Law and Scientific Affairs, EAS, spoke on the concept of nutrient

consider the nutritional context, and limits to freedom of

profiles as a way of classifying foodstuff on the basis of nutritional

speech. Tan Sri Datuk Dr Yusof intervened to point out that ‘no

composition. He linked this to issues of body mass index and

palm oil’ claims carry an implied message within the advertising

particulars of diet in Belgium. On this basis, he identified

context or in campaigns. He noted that, in the US, the use of ‘no

challenges to be addressed from the public health and

palm oil’ claims are subject to approval on the basis of scientific

nutritional points of view. He also referred to national nutrition

evidence from competent authorities.

labelling schemes and questioned if these are truly voluntary,
particularly in light of government pressure in the UK.

A question was posed on how a permitted nutrition claim – like

Setting nutrient profiles is a complex and difficult task, he

‘low saturated fat’ – would be received if accompanied by a

said, considering that these apply to individual foods, not

statement like ‘we have replaced palm oil with sunflower

to the overall diet.

oil’. Another said that manufacturers are not barred from
explaining permitted nutrition claims. The speaker
countered that this would be a case of manufacturers
taking advantage of regulatory space. In his view,

Nutrition Labelling – The Next Generation
Professor Martin Holle of the Hamburg University of
Applied Sciences, Germany, addressed provisions of the

there is no reason to single out or denigrate a

FIC Regulation that lack clarity or even inconsistency

commodity like palm oil. He agreed with the need

with other legal provisions. He assessed the nutrition-

to educate consumers of palm oil, especially
because of ongoing misinformation and lack
of regulatory clarity and enforcement.

labelling schemes of member-states against relevant
provisions of EU legislation and the nutritional
context in which they are applied. He referred to
non-labelling policy strategies available to

Session II

influence consumer demand, such as taxing

Nutrition Claims, Nutrient Profiles

products high in salt or sugar – or restricting

and Nutrition Declaration

their availability – and subsidising the cost of fruit

Mr Christophe Didion explained

and vegetables.

some of the hurdles that the
legislative process involving nutrient
profiles

has

encountered.

He

clarified a number of issues that the
FIC Regulation makes mandatory,
including the specifics of nutrition
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The domestic availability of soybean oil is an
important arbiter of China’s need to import palm
oil. The country is the world’s largest crusher
of soybean. In 2013/14, it accounted for 28%
of the beans crushed globally and produced
an additional 790,000 tonnes of soybean oil (up by 7.4%)
compared to the previous period. In tandem with this, its
palm oil imports dropped 13.4%.
As the local soybean crop is channelled mainly into food
products, the bulk of beans for crushing has to be imported.
China has therefore become the world’s leading buyer and
importer. It accounted for 62.3% of soybean traded globally in
2013.
Brazil, Argentina and the US own 55.9% of world soybean
acreage (Figure 1). There has been significant expansion in Brazil
and Argentina over the last decade, while the area in the US has
remained more or less unchanged. The USDA has forecast that
acreage in Brazil and Argentina will continue to expand over the
next 10 years. China’s soybean planting area has been falling over
the last decade, with 6.85 million ha planted in 2013/14.
Soybean output by the major producers has risen on the back
of advancements in biological technology that have improved
yields significantly. Nonetheless, agricultural output has generally

The USDA predicts that soybean output by the major

remained vulnerable to the weather – this has been responsible

producers will reach 357 million tonnes in the next decade

for fluctuations in soybean yields over the last decade (Figure 2).

(Figure 3). This will be about 46 million tonnes (15%) more than
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the current output. Again, South American countries, in
particular Brazil, are expected to lead the growth.
China’s soybean output is expected to be stagnant, if indeed it
does not drop. The situation is due to the low level of
mechanisation in agricultural activities, as well as general scarcity
of land for planting, with agricultural land being converted for
industrial, commercial and housing purposes.
Unlike many countries, China imports soybean mainly to meet
protein demand in animal feed; soybean meal is known for its
high protein content. Domestic soybean meal production has
doubled over the past decade and is able to satisfy demand in
the animal husbandry sector (Figure 4). Part of the output is
exported if not required locally.
Expanding crushing capacity
The fast expanding soybean crushing capacity has helped ensure
self-sufficiency in the production of meal. However, the country
is facing over-capacity. In 2014, this was estimated at 136 million
tonnes, more than double the 59 million tonnes estimated in
2004. Capacity has expanded at an average rate of 10.6 million
tonnes per annum over the last five years. This has led to a low
utilisation rate at only 50-55% (Figure 5).
Installation of Chinese crushing capacity has been fuelled by
lucrative margins tied to steady economic growth averaging 10%

22
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over the past 10 years. However, signs of a slowdown were
noted in 2014. If this continues, crushing plants may see the
utilisation rate drop further.
Government policies have also played a role in prompting the
growth of soybean crushing capacity. Subsidies and other forms
of support are offered to encourage the planting of staple crops
like rice, corn and wheat to ensure food security; this has led to
neglect of soybean planting.
Multinational companies (MNCs) such as Wilmar, ADM and
Bunge made strategic moves to install many crushing plants in the
early years. When the government moved to control expansion
of the crushing industry, it only restricted the MNCs from doing
so. It allowed and supported expansion by local operators,
especially state-owned enterprises (SOEs). This was intended to
safeguard food security by reducing the control of foreign players
over food supplies – in this case, soybean meal and oil.
Subsequently, both SOEs and private equity players increased
their share of capacity ownership, while ownership by MNCs
recorded a drop of 8% (Figure 6). Expansion of crushing capacity
is now estimated to slow by an average of 5 million tonnes a year.
Impact on palm oil imports
The huge crushing capacity and demand for soybean meal has
also meant the necessity of importing large quantities of
soybean. As a by-product of crushing, soybean oil production
was growing at the same pace, competing directly with palm oil
in the domestic vegetable oil market. Soybean oil production
grew at an average annual rate of 9.1% against 4.8% growth in
total oils and fats consumption over the past 10 years.
But the increase in soybean oil production is not the only factor
that affects demand for palm oil. As the bulk of palm oil is used
by the food processing industry, price competitiveness also
determines the processors’ choice of oil.
Figure 7 shows that monthly palm oil imports have moved in
tandem with the price premium of soybean oil against palm oil.
Analysis of the correlation between the two factors also shows
very high correlation on yearly basis (Correlation Coefficient >
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0.7), except for 2013 when the palm oil import share of credit
traders took an outright lead against that of conventional buyers
and users. Credit traders import palm oil to obtain bank financial
credit; this ignores the basic supply and demand scenario most
of the time. But when the share of credit traders led the import
volume of palm oil, this phenomenon became even more
significant.
The drop in price premium of soybean oil was due to a high stock
level resulting from crushing activity. Soybean is crushed mainly for
meal in China; so the oil output is not based on market forces, but
on the crushing margin. This led to a large supply of soybean oil; as
demand growth of vegetable oils has slowed down in recent years,
the soybean oil stock level rose to a record high of 1.35 million
tonnes, while the price premium fell against palm oil.
In recent years, it has been found that oils and fats demand
growth has slowed in tandem with GDP growth. Figure 9 shows
that oils and fats growth has stood at about 1 million tonnes
since 2011, especially after the GDP growth stayed below 8% in
2012 and 2013. This is not expected to change in 2014.
If the market sources its supply from various vegetable oils – and
based on the current market share – palm oil imports in 2014
would grow by about 170,000 tonnes against the volume
recorded in 2013. However, an additional 1 million tonnes of
soybean oil was produced in 2014 compared to the previous
year. So, alongside the low price competitiveness of palm oil in
China, imports are estimated to be lower than the previous year.
Palm oil import activity has and will continue to be affected by
soybean crushing activities in China, and this will very much rely
on conditions for economic growth.Various indicators show that
the economy will slow down further in 2015 and the years
ahead. As such, annual demand growth of oils and fats will likely
remain at about 1 million tonnes, if not less. Unless there is a
drop in demand for soybean meal – thereby leading to a drop
in oil output – crushing activities will continue to exert a direct
impact on China’s demand for, and import of, palm oil.
Desmond Ng
MPOC China
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W

hen

considering

ships

for

palm

oil

My colleague Captain Ken Tree and I compile a Global Chemical

transportation, we now have to consider only

Tanker Fleet List which is published on the first of every month.

those with IMO certificates – either IMO 2 or

The listing includes every tanker that is over 1,000 tons

IMO 3. When the new IMO regulations that required these

deadweight (dwt) that has IMO certification. This is broken

ships to be IMO 2 class were about to be implemented, there

down into various categories:

were fears that there would not be enough ships with the
correct certificates to transport the requirements of the

A

industry.

AA = IMO 2 trading CPP or DPP
B

= IMO 2 trading chemicals and vegetable oils
= IMO 2/3 trading chemicals and vegetable oils

Strong representations were made to the IMO which resulted in

BB = IMO 2/3 trading CPP or DPP

a derogation to allow IMO 3 class ships to transport vegetable

C

oils, provided they complied with some essential criteria. This

CC = IMO 3 double hull trading CPP or DPP

resulted in maintaining the surplus of tonnage for the industry

D = IMO 3 non-double hull trading chemicals and vegetable oils

and the resultant competitive freight levels.

DD = IMO 3 non-double hull trading CPP or DPP

= IMO 3 double hull trading chemicals and vegetable oils
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From this breakdown, two sets of figures
can be derived representing:
• The Pure Chemical Fleet, i.e. the IMOrated fleet trading in chemicals and
vegetable oils; and
• The Chemical Capable Petroleum
Product Fleet (ships AA, BB, CC, DD;
thus any ship with a double letter DC
Code is a chemical tanker employed
in the petroleum product trades).
Of course, ships employed in the
petroleum product trades can easily
move back into the chemical and
vegetable oil trade if the incentive is

The overall chemical tanker fleet went

This is partly because the companies

there. In fact some of the larger tankers

from 3,064 ships with a total capacity of

placing the order want to keep all their

will carry petroleum products on one leg

61 million dwt on Jan 1, 2007 to 4,197

options open. We recently asked a

of a voyage, vegetable oils on the next

ships with a total capacity of 92 million

company that ordered a number of

and then revert to petroleum products

dwt on Nov 1, 2014. The average age on

50,000 dwt ships whether they would

for the next.

Jan 1, 2007 was just over 13 years. The

have IMO certificates. The answer was

fleet increased over the period by 37%

that they were expecting them to be

One of the strengths of the chemical

but the average age has dropped to just

IMO 2 class but may well downgrade to

tanker fleet is its ability to move from one

over nine years.

IMO 3 or Non-IMO, depending on the

type of product to another with

market circumstances at the time of

comparative ease. The fully stainless steel

The number of chemical tankers on

ships operated by major operators such

order on Jan 1, 2007 was 910 ships and

as Stolt Nielsen or Odfjell do this almost

23 million dwt, or 37.3% of the total fleet

There are about 70 ships of these sizes

every day.The knowledge and experience

deadweight, whereas the order book on

that we are not including in our data at

of such companies complements this, but

Nov 1, 2014 was only 502 ships and 18

the present time because we believe the

it is the high-end technology of the ships

million dwt or 19.7%.

chances of them having IMO class is small

that makes this a regular feature of their
trade.

delivery in two to three years’ time.

when looking at the owner who ordered
There is a lot more uncertainty with

them and their current fleet mix.

regard to the order book now than eight
Developments following new rules

years ago. Most of the ships on order are

Looking at what we have for the overall

At this point, it should be mentioned that

of the larger sizes and are primarily

order book today, we are worried that there

not only vegetable oils were affected by

geared towards the petroleum product

are too many ships on order and that any

the new regulations; many of the

trades. They are announced as being

market recovery will quickly be nullified by

chemicals also required more stringent

ordered without any clues as to the

these new orders. What we are forgetting is

regulations and moved from Non-IMO

resulting IMO class they will or will not

the 910 ships and 23 million dwt on order in

class or IMO 3 into IMO 2.

have on delivery.

January 2007 with more in 2008 (Table 1).
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The industry is worried that the order
book is getting too large and there will be
another market down-turn – if at all
there is any up-turn next year. What
tends to be forgotten is that, over several
years until 2011, the order book was
much larger, especially in terms of
percentage of the existing fleet.
As can be seen from Table 1, the number
of ships on order is far fewer than from
2006 to 2010 and the deadweight is
about the same as that in 2006, while the
percentage of the existing deadweight is,
of course, far lower. The more interesting
fact is that the average deadweight of the
ships on order has increased by over 40%

From the two tables, we can see that the

vegetable oils has consistently been a bit

due to the large numbers of handy size

chemical and vegetable oil sector was

higher than that of the overall fleet. The

and MR type tankers now on order with

very optimistic following the new

most likely reasons are twofold. Firstly,

IMO class.

regulations.

tanker

the quality of many of the ships,

operators decided to invest in IMO class

especially those with stainless steel

Chemical and vegetable oil ships

ships, even if only to continue securing

tanks, tends to be higher than those

Of course, the figures shown in Table 1

the maiden voyage cargoes to cure

more suitable for petroleum products.

are for the IMO class fleet as a whole. As

coatings and position their ships. The

Secondly, the cost of building and

mentioned earlier, many ships are

order book for these ships peaked

maintaining a ship for the more complex

trading in petroleum products and there

during 2007 resulting in an excess of

trade of chemicals and vegetable oils

is an assumption that most of the larger

50% of the order book at the beginning

tends to make owners reluctant to

ships on order will only ever carry

of 2008.

retire the ships early.

plus, maybe, one or two spot voyages

The chemical and vegetable order book

From Table 3, it can be seen that the

after that.

did not drop below the total fleet

average age reached its lowest point in

percentage until the end of 2012, the first

2012 for the overall fleet and, a year later,

Table 2 lists the ships that we thought

time since the new regulations came into

for the chemical and vegetable oil fleet.

were trading in chemicals or vegetable

force. Although rising along with the

The large number of ships ordered –

oils. For those on order, we forecast

overall order book, the percentage of

once the implications of the new

whether they would trade in chemicals

ships aimed at the chemical and

regulations became understood – had all

or vegetable oils once they are delivered.

vegetable oil trade continues below the

either been delivered or cancelled by the

Of course, this is a judgment call which

overall fleet.

end of 2011, resulting in a slow climb in

More

product

vegetable oils on their maiden voyage

the ages thereafter.

we base on several factors such as type
of ship, company ordering the ships and

Fleet age profile

announcements of trading plans once the

Since the end of 2006, the average age

There are countries, ports and charterers

ships are delivered.

of the ships trading in chemicals or

that arbitrarily set age limits for the ships
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ship complied with one company’s requirements, she would not
be accepted by another company. Hopefully this no longer
happens.
Inspections are necessary to ensure that ships are suitable to
safely carry the cargoes which are on their certificates. The
Classification Societies will certify that the ship is seaworthy
and that she holds all the certificates allowing her to participate
in the trade for which she was built. They do not, however, look
at the detail of the crews and cargo handling equipment that
are so important to the safe and efficient handling of the
cargoes.
Owning ships
Vegetable oil charterers, historically, were never as concerned
they will accept. This makes no sense as a 25-year-old ship that

about the quality of the ships as they were about the freight

has been consistently well maintained can be in far better

rate. That is changing. While still looking for the best value for

condition in all respects than a five-year-old ship that has not

money, many are venturing into the owning segment

been maintained except for the basics needed to continue

themselves.

sailing.
Wilmar, initially through cooperation and later through merger
Having said that, how does one know if a ship is well maintained

with Raffles Ship Management, led the field, first with older ships

or not? The major oil and chemical companies will normally

but since then with new ships. Other producers, such as Sinar

demand their own inspection process, often including audits of

Mas through the Golden Agri/Stena Weco joint venture and

the offices managing the ships. These requirements often result

Intercontinental Oils and Fats with their small fleet, are

in a ship having to cope with more than one inspector in a port

developing versatile fleets. Cargill, as traders, have a large fleet on

where they are handling a lot of cargo. Each inspector demands

time-charter and two ships now owned by an associate

the full attention of the officers, sometimes to the detriment of

company.

the cargo handling.
These moves will ensure that they have suitable ships at their
Many years ago the chemical industry, with the cooperation of

disposal, including control over the last cargoes.

the major chemical tanker operators, introduced a system called
Chemical Distribution Institute Inspections in an attempt to
reduce the number of inspections that a ship had to submit to.
This initiative did help; however, some companies require their
own inspectors to perform additional inspections required for
their own reasons.
It has been known in the past that two major chemical

Charles Barton

companies’ inspection criteria were mutually exclusive. Thus if a

Maritime Consultant
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One of the most critical factors in making a branding strategy

This seemed so odd that it got my attention. Who would have

work is about making your message stand out from the crowd.

ever imagined that picking on something as small and everyday

This is especially true of the edible oils and fats world, where the

as petrol stations as a retail outlet, or Shell petrol stations being

products are everyday consumable items, and few people find

in Lego sets, was even worth talking about, let alone campaigning

them that exciting.

about? But in many ways, that is exactly the whole point of why
it was effective – it was all about oddness.

In other words, you can’t expect too much interest; you have to
do something to manufacture that interest. There are many ways

Looking at branding campaigns generally, a key question is about

of doing this, and there’s one that’s not often talked about –

evaluating how differently they work. Certainly this is the case

oddness.

when their cost is allowed for. The big benefit of odd marketing
campaigns is that they are unusually cost-effective. The

Greenpeace, which is among the more vocal critics of the edible

centrepiece of Greenpeace’s campaign was a short video on

oils and fats industry, carried out an interesting marketing

YouTube. All the characters were Lego products, with no

campaign recently. It took on one of its other favourite targets:

celebrities. No expensive location shots were involved either.

big oil, and the ethics of its arctic drilling. This time the attack

The most customised part was the soundtrack – a lament

came from a highly unusual (or ‘odd’) angle which made it into

version of the popular Lego movie song Everything is Awesome.

a fascinating branding project.

So even though I don’t have the budget figure for the cost of
production, given the number of low-cost items cited, there is a

A report in the latest edition of The Chemical Engineer (the journal

good chance that it was on the low-cost side overall.

for the Institution of Chemical Engineers) covered Greenpeace’s
latest salvo against Shell. The deal involved Shell’s petrol stations as

But the results gained for that outlay were fairly dramatic.

retail outlets for Lego products, as well as the use of toy versions

According to UK daily The Guardian (Oct 9, 2014), the video got

of the petrol stations as part of a building block set. One of

six million hits on YouTube although, when I viewed it in

Greenpeace’s points was that kids shouldn’t be exposed to Shell

December, it showed up as a much smaller 4,352 – ironically the

when building houses, roads and cars out of Lego bricks.

first version got pulled over an ethical snag because of copyright
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issues with the song.The fact that it got an article in The Guardian

On top of that, Jackson’s men lost almost every fight they fought,

is a measure of publicity itself; it was also in The Financial Times

but he appeared strangely satisfied (probably to the

and The Economist.

bewilderment of his subordinates). But after so much
harassment, by May 24, McClellan’s army was in a state of

Media coverage is just one measure of the effectiveness of a

disarray, confusion and panic. Jackson, now with the odds in his

campaign. There is also the big one: the money.

favour, decided that the time was right for the head-

As a result of the Greenpeace campaign, Lego

on big battle. He attacked, and won.

terminated its deal with Shell – a
deal worth £68 million.

Moving to the more recent
context of the 20th century,

Oddness is not new

and on the other side of the

Having odd tactics paying off well

world, Jackson’s approach was

is not a new phenomenon.There are

similarly used to great effect by

many examples throughout history,

General Vo Nguyen Giap in his leading of

and there are many outside of

the North Vietnam troops against the

marketing and branding. One of my

much bigger South Vietnam/US alliance. Like

favourites from history was General Thomas ‘Stonewall’ Jackson’s

Jackson, Vo kept on fighting ‘odd’ little battles against superior

tactics in the American Civil War.

forces, which he almost hardly ever won. But overall he kept on
gaining advantages, until his troops were in Saigon in April 1975

In March 1862, Jackson knew that his side, the Confederates,

and the Americans pulled out.

were vastly outnumbered by Major-General George B
McClellan’s much larger Union army in the Shenandoah Valley

Managing oddness

in Virginia. Jackson’s big decision was to not go for a big battle.

There are two sides to odd campaigns – when you are on the giving

McClellan’s 90,000 men were more than double Jackson’s

end, and when you are on the receiving end. I’ll start with the ‘giving’ end.

available forces, and so a head-to-head fight would certainly
have caused heavy casualties in the unlikely event of Jackson

How to succeed with ‘odd’ attacks

winning; the most likely outcome would be that he would

1. Choose a difficult-to-defend target
Basically, never let them see you coming. There was almost no

lose.

way that Shell or Lego could have foreseen that such a small
In line with Sun Tzu’s maxim in The Art of War – ‘if fighting will not

part of both of their retail operations could be targeted.

result in victory, then you must not fight’ – Jackson stayed away
from a standard head-on fight. Instead, on March 22, he began

2. Keep your resources for a campaign to a minimum

sending small groups of his men on raiding missions and into

For these tactics, you must have a very good reason for investing

smaller fights with the enemy. These attacks were annoying and

heavily; so it’s far better to keep it small. This is because odd

often mystifying to the Union forces, especially as they appeared

tactics are inherently unpredictable both in terms of what kind

highly random and with no evident pattern to them – which was

of reaction you will get, as well as how long it will take for you

really the point.

to get it. So, as Jackson did, keep your efforts and commitment
limited.
3. Cover your downside
As with the world of management and
marketing in general, a great
question for odd marketing is:
‘what’s our worst-case scenario?’
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With Jackson and Vo, it was a question of losing people and
the associated resources. These decisions are painful, but fairly
straightforward. But in the case of branding and with industries
like edible oils and fats, the downside is far less deadly than it
is for military situations, and also far more diffuse, with items
like image and public relations.
And then there is the business of understanding how these
items translate into prices, volumes and ultimately profits. This
last point is where Greenpeace might have slightly mis-stepped
with the Lego campaign. The objective of the exercise was
ostensibly environmental, with big oil companies in general
and ones that drill in eco-sensitive areas particularly. Its focus
was especially on ones that drill near polar ice-caps. Yet the
actual target ended up being almost totally Lego which, apart
from a relatively small retail project with just one oil company,
had nothing to do with big oil. Not only that, Lego is no guiltier
of eco-crimes than most other businesses or individuals like
you and me who consume energy from fossil fuels.

2. Prepare a range of reactions
Sometimes the best reaction is no reaction at all. This was

The unfairness of picking on Lego is what got Greenpeace

what Shell did. It pretty much carried on with business as

the headline ‘Childish Arguments’ for the report in The Economist.

usual. After sifting through newspaper reports, I find that it

A press release by Lego CEO Jorgen Vig Knudstorp stated:

was Lego that gave the biggest reaction by announcing it

‘The Greenpeace campaign used the Lego brand to target

“would not renew” the deal with Shell. It’s not as dramatic as

Shell. As we have stated before, we firmly believe Greenpeace

‘instantly pulling out’ but a fairly strong reaction all the same.

ought to have a direct conversation with Shell. The Lego brand,

It will be interesting to see what result this has.

and everyone who enjoys creative play, should never have
become part of this dispute between Greenpeace and Shell.’

The sad fact is that when you react by doing what the

Dragging in kids and a toy company would be a bad idea, unless

campaigner wants, you give that campaign legitimacy. Lego

you are keen on the idea that ‘any publicity is good publicity’.

could have responded with ‘Sorry Greenpeace, this is a very
unfair campaign on a toy company, and you’re dragging creative

How to handle an ‘odd’ attack

kids who want to build things into your fight with Shell. We

Prevention is better than cure. Unfortunately though, in the case of

won’t play your game’. That might have worked, but I’ll play it

damage-limitation with prospective odd attacks, the task is not easy.

safe myself and respect the Lego management which probably
knows its buying public better than I do.

1. Minimise your exposure
This is a tough one. In order to do branding you have to be

Reacting to the odd attack

‘out there’ and visible in the market place. But that doesn’t

Once an odd attack occurs there are basically four ways to react:

mean you have to say ‘yes’ to every idea that you think might
work. A smaller number of marketing projects is one way, and

1. Do nothing

having a higher payoff is another. I admit that it is a difficult

People tend to forget this rather obvious one when they are

balancing act, but if you say ‘yes’ to everything, then your exposure

in the panic state of wondering what to do. The fact is that,

would be too great. Again, military analogies work rather well:

especially in times of stress, oftentimes the best reaction is …

don’t waste your ammo in picking the wrong battles.

no reaction.
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2. Counter-attack

And after the excitement dissipates, the numbers will remain.

This is the classic military manoeuvre of punching back after

Yes, Greenpeace’s views of six million, even though now down

being punched. When this happens, the quicker a counter-

to 4,352, still seem like a lot. But relative to the 23 million views

attack is carried out, the better. Don’t give your opponent

– and growing – of the original version of Everything is Awesome,

time to regroup after the often depleting attack has used up

they don’t look quite so impressive.

the attacker’s energy, not to mention other resources.
There’s no doubt about it – odd battles require more creativity
3. Capitulate

than many other areas of marketing. This makes them very

Simply accept that you have been beaten, and give the attackers

appealing to marketers, who are generally the kind of people

what they want. Now this is obviously a bitter pill to swallow

who like to find an outlet for their creative talents.

from the emotional point of view – particularly for men, who
on average have more macho and pride issues than women.

On top of that, the buzz of an odd marketing campaign is

Come to think of it, capitulation is always an emotionally

stupendous. It is a thrill that is considerably enhanced by the fact

miserable business, but it is miles better than fighting a battle

that odd campaigns have a heightened sense of risk – if you fail

which will consume a massive pile of your resources, only for

it is painful, but winning is a big thrill. But this can be your

you to lose anyway.

downfall as well. These campaigns are so inherently attractive, it
is easy to get seduced by them; and thus follow the path of

4. Negotiate
This is a halfway house between No. 1 and 3 and consequently

unpredictability rather than an alternative strategy using a more
mundane and proven marketing campaign.

can be regarded as a sort of half-capitulation. Now there’s no
way of dressing up this option as satisfying, because it isn’t. In

Once I was consulting for a company which wanted to boost

many ways it is a defeat, without the cost or the emotion

sales – during my analysis, I asked the fairly obvious questions

pain of a real defeat.

about what had worked in the past. They told me that a few
years ago one campaign had worked really well. I asked: “Why

In the Greenpeace campaign, Lego went for Option 3 which

don’t you do the same again?” I got blank looks followed by a

brought it the victory it sought. Shell, as far as I could tell from

pregnant pause. Eventually the boss broke the silence by saying:

the reports I read, went for Option 1 and remained quiet.

“Hmm – no reason Ian, now I come to think of it.” So they
did do the same again, and guess what?

Only time will tell how the longer term effects of this campaign

I’m happy to say that it worked the

will add up, but I suspect that after things have quietened down,

same again.

Shell’s silence may well have been the smart move. The
Greenpeace campaign will be forgotten, and Lego will suffer a

Consequently I’ve often wondered

little bit for having fewer retail outlets than it had before.

why an idea so obvious should be
missed by so many. I guess the answer

But in the long term, the Greenpeace YouTube clip will see its

is that people are always more

interest fade. All that will remain, for the few who have any

attracted to the exciting and interesting

interest, is the fact that Greenpeace roped in two innocent

which might work, than same old boring

bystanders in its attempt to disparage Shell, namely:

stuff that will work.

- A toy company, and
- Kids who play with building blocks.

Dr Ian L Halsall
Researcher & Author
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Ken Anderson was the chairman of The North Borneo Plantations
Association for 1961. He banged on the card table with the gavel,
which was his sole seal of office, and said. "Before we commence the
meeting, there is an important administrative announcement. Will
you please place your last orders for drinks, with Ah How."
Ken was the senior manager of one of the largest rubber estates
on the west coast. To my rather youthful eyes, he looked quite
elderly, as indeed did many of the other planters at the meeting.
(Looking back, I suppose they were probably all aged between 40
and 55.) They were dressed informally, in open sports shirts,
shorts and knee-length stockings.
The meeting was being held in the Jesselton Recreation Club.
The room was already sweltering hot and, as the sun climbed
directly overhead at midday, it would get even hotter. The
ceiling fans whirred above our heads and through the open
French windows, I could see the green of the Jesselton padang
and the new Chinese shophouses beyond.
The Club Steward, the venerable Ah How, padded silently
around the room taking orders. Within minutes he returned with the assorted gin-and-tonics, brandygingers, whisky-stengahs and Tiger Beers. The gavel banged on the table once again.
"The time being 10.30, I will call the meeting to order. Before we start on the agenda there are two items
concerning membership to be dealt with. Today, we have a good-news, bad-news situation, gentlemen. First
the bad news. We have received resignations from yet two more member-companies whose plantations
have been fragmented and sold off to Chinese smallholders. Later in the meeting I will be paying tribute to
the two outgoing estate managers. Between them they have no less than 43 years’ service in North Borneo.
“As some of you may know they are leaving on the MV Kimanis, which departs from the pier at 2.30pm
tomorrow. The Committee has decided to arrange their farewell party on board the ship, starting at 11.30.
You are all invited to attend, and I hope we will have a good turnout.
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“And now to the good news. We have received an

Our application for membership was duly approved and

application from a prospective new member, Pamol

Ken continued. “Tungud’s representative on the

North Borneo Ltd. This company, which is a subsidiary of

Association will be their General Manager, Leslie

Unilever, is developing Tungud Oil Palm Estate in the jungle

Davidson, who is present at this meeting.” Sixteen pairs

to the east of Mount Kinabalu.

of eyes were turned in my direction. I was suddenly
conscious of the fact that I was the youngest person in

“Pamol’s application is interesting for two reasons. First,

the room, and probably younger than some of the

although CDC have replanted some of their Abaca

assistants whom the managers had left back on their

plantations with palms in the last year or two, Tungud will

estates.

be the first oil palm estate ever to be a member of this
Association. Secondly, this will be the Association’s first

The Chairman, probably thinking the same thought, kindly

member from the Labuk region since the tobacco

added: “Mr Davidson has worked on oil palms for 10

industry closed down at the end of the last century.”

years in Africa and Malaya. He worked in Central Johore
during the Communist Emergency. I would like to

The Chairman took a long sip of his beer, wiped the film

welcome him to the North Borneo Planters’ Association,

of sweat from his forehead with his handkerchief and

and to wish him success in the new venture.”

continued.
The membership matters dealt with, the Chairman and

34

"As you know gentlemen, the rubber industry on the west

the Hon. Secretary proceeded to deal swiftly and

coast has been in a state of steady decline since the

efficiently with the rest of the agenda. I was impressed by

rubber price plummeted after the end of the Korean War.

the business-like way in which the meeting was conducted

In view of the pace at which our plantations are being sold

in spite of the heat and in spite of the amount of alcohol

off or fragmented, I wonder how many of us in this room

consumed. The meeting broke up around lunch time and

will still be operating in Borneo 10 years from now.

was followed by an enormous curry tiffin.

“It is therefore very encouraging to all of us that Unilever

A hard life on estates

should have sufficient faith in the future of the Colony to

In the 1960s, with the nationalisation of the Ceylon tea

start on a long-term project of this nature. You all know

plantations, the expulsion of the Dutch from Indonesia

the problems we are currently facing in the rubber

and of the Belgians from Congo, and with the ‘-isation’ of

industry. It is not impossible to think that, if the CDC and

the tea and rubber estates in India and Malaya, expatriate

the Unilever projects are a success, palm oil could

planters were in imminent danger of extinction. The

eventually come to replace rubber as the Colony's major

North Borneo rubber planters were probably amongst

agricultural export. I have pleasure in proposing therefore

the last of the old-style expatriate eastern planters. In the

that Pamol’s application for membership should be

years I lived in Sabah, I developed a great respect for

accepted. Can I have a seconder please?"

them.
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They lived on remote rubber estates, some of them

would dredge up the more juicy bits of local gossip, and

connected to Jesselton only by the narrow-gauge railway

would bring these tit-bits back to Maugham for

line. They worked hard. Tapping operations start shortly

regurgitation in one of his short stories.

after dawn, so that this can be completed before the
equatorial sun is hot enough to affect the flow of latex.

Many years later Maugham was to write, in one of his

After a morning in the field supervising the tapping and

notebooks as, I suppose, some sort of apology: ‘The reader

other agricultural tasks, the planter would be in the

must not suppose that the incidents I have narrated were

factory by noon to check on the latex deliveries and

of common occurrence.The vast majority of these people,

subsequent factory operations.

government servants, planters and traders were ordinary
people, ordinarily satisfied with their station in life. They did

The afternoon would be spent in the office. With the

the jobs they were paid to do more or less competently.

increasing amount of government controls and agency

They were good, decent, normal people. I respect and

house returns, there was a heavy load of administrative

even admire such people, but they are not the sort of

work; few managers would be out of the office before

people I can write stories about.’

5pm or 6pm. There were hardly any European wives in
those days, on the west coast estates. Mrs Anderson, a

The last sentence reads suspiciously like the philosophy of

strikingly beautiful woman, was one of the few. A year or

a paparazzi: ‘Never mind the truth, let’s find a bit of dirt to

two later, after Ken retired, they ran a hotel in the Orkney

write about.’

Islands.
I found it amusing when Maugham in another of his
Except on a few estates which were large enough to have

published notebooks said that planting was one of the

assistants, the planter would be the only European on the

jobs which seemed to require no education or

property. Sometimes he had a Kadazan housekeeper to

experience. Based on my knowledge of the rubber

look after him. It was a lonely life and it is small wonder

planters on the west coast – characters like Bob Balantine,

that when the planters got together in Jesselton to collect

Reg Lawes, Hornet Williams, Ken Anderson, Graham

the monthly wages for the workers or to attend an

Steele, Archie Findlay and Neville Williamson – nothing

Association meeting, they tended to let their hair down.

could be further from the truth.

Over the years, the planter has had a poor press. Some of

To start with, the manager of a plantation needs to have

the blame for this must surely lie with novelists like

a sound knowledge of current trends in tropical

Somerset Maugham. Apparently, when he visited Borneo

agriculture and must be fully experienced in the

and Malaya in 1920 and 1922, Maugham would get his

husbandry of his particular crop. He must be familiar with

young friend and companion Gerald Haxton to befriend

the different leaf, trunk and root diseases, and with the

expatriate drunks, misfits, and local down-and-outs in the

insect and animal pests which affect his crop, and he must

bars of Kuala Lumpur, Singapore or Jesselton. Haxton

know what action to take in the event of an attack.
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He must be able to recognise all the major

personnel officers, work-study experts, builders,

nutritional deficiency symptoms of the rubber tree,

architects and company lawyers, ready to call on.

and he must have sufficient knowledge of soil

The planter, because of his isolation, deals with all of

science and fertilising to take action to remedy

such matters on his own.

these. He must be able to plan and construct
drainage and road systems. He must have

To manage an estate proficiently takes years of

knowledge of building techniques since he will have

training and experience. The average estate

to design and construct a wide range of buildings.

manager will usually have served an apprenticeship

He must have a reasonable knowledge of town-

of 10 years or more as an assistant or a divisional

planning as he will have to supervise the layout of

manager, directly responsible to his manager for

his workers’ villages, including the sanitation and

perhaps 1,000 acres of rubber trees and a labour

electrical systems, since there are, of course, no

force of 200-300.

mains services available in remote areas.
The planters’ professional body in Southeast Asia is
The manager is usually directly in charge of the

The Incorporated Society of Planters. To become

factory. He requires therefore a sound knowledge

an Associate required the passing of examinations

of process control, practical engineering, vehicle

in one or more of the local languages: Malay, Tamil

repair and maintenance, and materials handling.

or Chinese. It required passes in examinations in
Soil Science, Botany of Tropical Crops, Surveying,

All of this refers only to one aspect of the planter’s

Estate Book-keeping, and Estate Practice.

job. A very large part of his duties is related to the
recruiting, training, and management of his labour

When in the fullness of time, I became the chairman

force and staff. An average-sized rubber estate

of Unilever Plantations International, I interviewed

would have a total labour force of perhaps 500

and recruited many planters in different parts of the

workers. They live, along with their wives and

world. I can say with some confidence that

families, on the estate. They do not leave their work

Maugham, from what I have heard of him, would

in the evening and return the following morning like

never, if he were still alive, have had the ghost of a

workers in a manufacturing business. Their well-

chance of getting employment with us. I do not

being and welfare is therefore the responsibility of

think he would have lasted a week as a planter.

the estate manager 24 hours a day. He must have
an extensive knowledge of their language and

Datuk Leslie Davidson

customs, as well as a large measure of compassion

Author, East of Kinabalu

and common sense.

36

Former Chairman, Unilever Plantations International

A manager in a manufacturing company, in charge

The second part will be published in the next issue. This is an edited

of a labour force of 500, would undoubtedly have

chapter from the book published in 2007. It can be purchased from

the services of a range of specialists such as

the Incorporated Society of Planters; email: isphq@tm.net.my
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Book Review

T

his is the third edition of the EDUPALM
booklet, published to inform students about
the attributes of palm oil and the Malaysian

industry.

It features a character named S Awit who narrates the story and
introduces his family to readers. The facts on palm oil touch on its
history, uses, health benefits and role in environment preservation.
Information is also provided on career opportunities in the palm oil
industry.
Cross-reference is made to topics covered in the SPM guidebook published
by Oxford Fajar Sdn Bhd, which collaborated in the publishing of this booklet.
MPOC
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I

ntroduced to Malaya in 1870 as an ornamental plant, the

enterprising entrepreneurs who are finding new ways to

Elaeis guineensis jacq. – the oil palm – is now the

utilise palm waste.

country’s leading agricultural crop. Extracted from the

fruit of the oil palm, palm oil is both low cost and versatile as

The industry’s success is directly attributable to dedicated

an ingredient in food and other consumer goods.

men

and

women

whose

physical

and

intellectual

contributions have pushed it to where it is today. Coming
The palm oil industry has led to the development of

from diverse backgrounds, it is these people who will remain

hundreds of rural townships and is a major source of

the backbone of an industry that will continue to flourish for

income for the government through the payment of

years to come.

corporate and personal taxes; these enable the delivery of
education, health and infrastructural development services

All the dedicated and hardworking individuals portrayed in this

for the benefit of all Malaysians. Palm oil also provides a

book – ‘Grown By The People For The People’ - have their own

source

oppor tunities

unique story to tell. Their collective efforts will further develop

throughout the year for hundreds of thousands of

and enhance the industry, ensuring that it continues to play a key

smallholders and workers.

role in the country’s quest to enter the ranks of developed

of

income

and

employment

nations.
The breadth of the palm oil industry and its significance
cannot be understated, as its impact ripples not only

From tree to table, the palm oil success story mirrors that of the

through the domestic economy but globally as well. It

people of Malaysia.

encompasses plantations and oil mills, hawkers and
multinational companies that use it in their products, and
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